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• Created with orphan regulation in the EU

• Initially envisioned as ‘clinical superiority 

• “a clinically relevant advantage” (e.g. better efficacy, better safety, better outcome 

as add-on) or “a major contribution to patient care” (e.g. more convenient dosing 

schedule, administration route)

• To be demonstrated in relation to all satisfactory methods for a condition 

(authorized medicines and SoC non-pharmacological methods)

• Commission Notice from 2016 introduces magistral formulations as potential 

satisfactory methods

Significant benefit
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Orphan products requiring SB demonstration (2000-2015) 

n = 1607 n = 147 



How does the COMP assess 

significant benefit?





Clinically relevant advantage



Improved efficacy

Improved efficacy

Ideally better

efficacy head to 

head trials

Therapeutic effect of the

combination

Qualitative/enlargement of population

• Meaningful and clinically relevant 

changes that allow the product to be 

used in a wider patient population or 

previously excluded sub-groups 



Major contribution to patient care

Theoretical examples

• pills vs. injection (but not 3 pills 

a day vs 1 injection per month)

• Ready to inject vs need to 

reconstitute (sterile)

• Easy to carry (e.g. not requiring 

storage in the fridge)



Frequency of grounds of significant benefit

• Lower number of grounds at MA linked to 

medicinal products that withdrew orphan 

status after SB was questioned by the 

COMP

• all products that lost orphan status at MA but 

one lost it because of lack of demonstration of 

SB 

• grounds of MCPC granted as stand alone 

only in 8 cases at MA, from 18 cases that 

had acceptable assumptions at OD



Grounds of clinically relevant advantage

• Efficacy in Subpop:‘‘improving outcome for 

a sub-population in which there is no 

authorised treatment available, or in which 

currently existing treatment methods are 

non-suitable, or where the disease is 

resistant, refractory, or re-lapsing to 

existing methods”.

• Subpops need to be plausible from a 

medical and regulatory point of view, and 

established in the scientific literature and 

clinical practice (e.g. second line cancer tt)



Type and level of evidence
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Für Gesundheit. Mit Sicherheit.Hypothetical orphan at review- 1 
Orphan X
2. line

Satisfactory Method  (SM) 1-3 Product A - SB required!

Scientific 
evidence

SM1: SoC 1. line
SM2: SoC 2. line
SM3: notoriously limited efficacy

Active-controlled trial vs SM2  

Primary endpoint PFS HR=0.31

OS numerical benefit

Inclusion criteria relapse after treatment with SM1

Significant benefit
Product A

Clinically relevant advantage based on improved efficacy
Qualitative: improved efficacy vs SM1 (add further line)
improved efficacy vs SM2 (direct comparison) and SM3 (indirect)
Quantitative: stronger effect in PFS with OS support



Challenges in advising on significant benefit 

• Existing products

A = good efficacy of clinical manifestations X 

(indication: whole condition)

B = acceptable efficacy on clinical manifestations  

X; some control of manifestations Y (indication: 

whole condition)

• new product: possible better efficacy than B 

on manifestations X

• Potential to be used in the whole condition

• How to demonstrate IMPROVED EFFICACY?

Sponsor proposes non-

inferiority vs A

?



The binary nature of drug regulation
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“The Magic Moment” 

Evidence vs. early access trade-off

Hans-Georg Eichler, EMA



Evidence vs. early access trade-off



Common problems in comparative 

efficacy/effectiveness
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Decision makers on the road to market access 

Regulatory 
Agency 

Payer /  HTA 
body 

Prescriber             Patient as 
payer 

Does the drug 

do more good 

than harm in a 

defined group 

of patients? 

 

Market and 

patient 
access 

 

Drug 

candidates 

 

What are the 

health and cost 

consequences 

associated with 

this drug 

relative to other 

interventions? 

How does the 

drug perform 

relative to other 

interventions in 

this patient? 

Am I willing and 

able to pay for 

this treatment 

out-of-pocket? 

Nature Rev Drug Disc, 2010 

• 30+ HTA interpretations

•40+ pricing decisions

1 decision 

EU+ 3 EEA 
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Small populations methodology

Conditional MA



Dual Endothelin receptor antagonist (ETA, ETB) 

treatment of PAH 

• Monotherapy/combination, long-term treatment in adults WHO Functional Class II- III. Efficacy shown in 

idiopathic and heritable PAH, PAH associated with connective tissue disorders, and associated with 

corrected simple congenital heart disease 

• multi-centre, randomised, double-blind, event-driven Phase 3 placebo controlled study on top of SoC

(prostanoids and PDE4 inhibitors); 742 patients 3 tt groups

• Primary endpoint: first morbidity-mortality event up to end-of-treatment

• decreased risk of first morbidity 

and mortality event versus 

placebo: 45% higher dose 

group (HR 0.55); 30% (HR 

0.70) in lower dose group

• Benefit vs other ERAs?  



Endpoints?
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Major contribution to patient care

• Data for MCPC collected in pivotal trials for orphan MA often sub-optimal (non 

validated instruments, limited data-sets)

• Role of PROs? Core outcome measures vs. subjectivity

• Balance between generation of instruments for large number and heterogeneous 

rare diseases and case by case decisions on self-evident advantages as base of 

SB? (oral vs. IV, portability)

• How to quantify ease of administration, convenience, less monitoring needs, etc…

• Which role and methodology of patient preferences?

• Is there such a thing as an obvious improvement? Which cases do we need robust 

data?



Role of indirect comparison?

• Regulatory system uses seldom indirect comparisons

• More and more often proposed by applicants 

• Requires in-depth assessment of models and modelling and simulation expertise

• What factors can influence whether indirect comparisons provide enough 

robustness to demonstrate significant benefit?

• Which data are the most relevant? 

• Any role of registry data? (one case used for SB demonstration: positive)



Clinical benefit scales

• Created by oncology scientific societies; usually based on MA clinical trials

• ASCO: value combination of clinical benefit, side effects, and improvement in 

symptoms/quality of life in the context of cost

• ESMO: relative benefit assessed on survival, QoL, surrogate outcomes for 

survival/QoL or treatment toxicity 



Significant benefit across provisions

• ‘significant clinical benefit’ (for an additional 

year of marketing protection)

Article 14(11) of Regulation (EC) No 726/2004)

• ‘significant benefit’ (for orphan designation)

Article 3.1(b) of Regulation (EC) No 141/2000

• ‘clinical superiority’ (for derogation from 

orphan market exclusivity)

Article 8(3) of Regulation (EC) No 141/2000 

• ‘significant therapeutic benefit’ (for PIP waiver)

Article 6(2) and 11.1(c) of Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006

• significant differences in 

efficacy and safety (for NAS)

Article 10(2) of Directive 2001/83/EC

• ‘major therapeutic advantage’ 

(for a conditional marketing 

authorisation)

Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No 507/2006

• ‘major public health interest’ 

(for accelerated assessment)

Article 14(9) of Regulation (EC) No 726/2004
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“Benefits” of (orphan) medicines

Clinical 

added value



EMA-HTA collaboration 
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• Early dialogue/scientific advice

• “Late dialogue”/peri-licensing advice

• Information exchange 

• Methodologies to identify the 

treatment eligible population

• Significant benefit vs. added 

therapeutic value

• Unmet medical need and therapeutic 

innovation

• Patient and clinician engagement

• Methodological approaches for study 

designs

• Population-specific or Intervention-

specific areas



Discussion?

• Effect size (e.g. cancer relapsing/refractory to previous treatments) 

• Which comparators?

• Quantification of “unquantifiable” endpoints/self-evident advantages? 

• Quality of life?

• Caveat when advantage linked to device

• Lack of “conditional” significant benefit in case of conditional approval

• Which use of indirect comparisons? (inter-trials, network analysis, registry data, etc)
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